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publisher description this is a new release of the original 1929 edition from the internet to networks of friendship disease transmission
and even terrorism the concept and the reality of networks has come to pervade modern society but what exactly is a network what different
types of networks are there why are they interesting and what can they tell us in recent years scientists from a range of fields including
mathematics physics computer science sociology and biology have been pursuing these questions and building a new science of networks this
book brings together for the first time a set of seminal articles representing research from across these disciplines it is an ideal
sourcebook for the key research in this fast growing field the book is organized into four sections each preceded by an editors
introduction summarizing its contents and general theme the first section sets the stage by discussing some of the historical antecedents
of contemporary research in the area from there the book moves to the empirical side of the science of networks before turning to the
foundational modeling ideas that have been the focus of much subsequent activity the book closes by taking the reader to the cutting edge
of network science the relationship between network structure and system dynamics from network robustness to the spread of disease this
section offers a potpourri of topics on this rapidly expanding frontier of the new science an in depth look at why american universities
continue to favor u s focused social science research despite efforts to make scholarship more cosmopolitan u s research universities have
long endeavored to be cosmopolitan places yet the disciplines of economics political science and sociology have remained stubbornly
parochial despite decades of government and philanthropic investment in international scholarship the most prestigious academic departments
still favor research and expertise on the united states why seeing the world answers this question by examining university research centers
that focus on the middle east and related regional area studies drawing on candid interviews with scores of top scholars and university
leaders to understand how international inquiry is perceived and valued inside the academy seeing the world explains how intense
competition for tenure line appointments encourages faculty to pursue american projects that are most likely to garner professional
advancement at the same time constrained by tight budgets at home university leaders eagerly court patrons and clients worldwide but have a
hard time getting departmental faculty to join the program together these dynamics shape how scholarship about the rest of the world
evolves at once a work and occupations study of scholarly disciplines an essay on the formal organization of knowledge and an inquiry into
the fate of area studies seeing the world is a must read for anyone who cares about the future of knowledge in a global era twin rivers
this pioneering venture featured townhouses and shared spaces for children s play and adult work and play in a society that stresses
individual over collective goals and private over public concerns key essays on comparative literature from the eighteenth century to today
as comparative literature reshapes itself in today s globalizing age it is essential for students and teachers to look deeply into the
discipline s history and its present possibilities the princeton sourcebook in comparative literature is a wide ranging anthology of
classic essays and important recent statements on the mission and methods of comparative literary studies this pioneering collection brings
together thirty two pieces from foundational statements by herder madame de staël and nietzsche to work by a range of the most influential
comparatists writing today including lawrence venuti gayatri chakravorty spivak and franco moretti gathered here are manifestos and
counterarguments essays in definition and debates on method by scholars and critics from the united states europe asia africa and latin
america giving a unique overview of comparative study in the words of some of its most important practitioners with selections extending
from the beginning of comparative study through the years of intensive theoretical inquiry and on to contemporary discussions of the world
s literatures the princeton sourcebook in comparative literature helps readers navigate a rapidly evolving discipline in a dramatically
changing world a people centered approach to global health when people come first critically assesses the expanding field of global health
it brings together an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars to address the medical social political and economic dimensions
of the global health enterprise through vivid case studies and bold conceptual work the book demonstrates the crucial role of ethnography
as an empirical lantern in global health arguing for a more comprehensive people centered approach topics include the limits of
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technological quick fixes in disease control the moral economy of global health science the unexpected effects of massive treatment
rollouts in resource poor contexts and how right to health activism coalesces with the increased influence of the pharmaceutical industry
on health care the contributors explore the altered landscapes left behind after programs scale up break down or move on we learn that
disease is really never just one thing technology delivery does not equate with care and biology and technology interact in ways we cannot
always predict the most effective solutions may well be found in people themselves who consistently exceed the projections of experts and
the medical scientific political and humanitarian frameworks in which they are cast when people come first sets a new research agenda in
global health and social theory and challenges us to rethink the relationships between care rights health and economic futures how
privileged adolescents in china acquire status and why this helps them succeed study gods offers a rare look at the ways privileged youth
in china prepare themselves to join the ranks of the global elite yi lin chiang shows how these competitive chinese high schoolers first
become study gods xueshen a term describing academically high performing students constant studying however is not what explains their
success for these young people appear god like in their effortless abilities to excel instead chiang explores how elite adolescents achieve
by absorbing and implementing the rules surrounding status drawing from eight years of fieldwork and extensive interviews chiang reveals
the important lessons that chinese youth learn in their pursuit of elite status they understand the hierarchy of the status system
recognizing and acquiring the characteristics that are prized while avoiding those that are not they maintain status by expecting
differential treatment and performing status based behaviors which guide their daily interactions with peers teachers and parents lastly
with the help of resourceful parents they rely on external assistance in the face of potential obstacles and failures chiang looks at how
students hone these skills applying them as they head to colleges and careers around the world and in their relationships with colleagues
and supervisors highlighting another facet of china s rising power study gods announces the arrival of a new generation to the realm of
global competition over the past decade literary critic and editor jerome mcgann has developed a theory of textuality based in writing and
production rather than in reading and interpretation these new essays extend his investigations of the instability of the physical text
mcgann shows how every text enters the world under socio historical conditions that set the stage for a ceaseless process of textual
development and mutation arguing that textuality is a matter of inscription and articulation he explores texts as material and social
phenomena as particular kinds of acts mcgann links his study to contextual and institutional studies of literary works as they are
generated over time by authors editors typographers book designers marketing planners and other publishing agents this enables him to
examine issues of textual stability and instability in the arenas of textual production and reproduction drawing on literary examples from
the past two centuries including works by byron blake morris yeats joyce and especially pound mcgann applies his theory to key problems
facing anyone who studies texts and textuality the description for this book studies in the arts at sinai will be forthcoming this work is
a powerful demonstration of how historical analysis can be brought to bear on the study of strategic issues and conversely how strategic
thinking can help drive historical research based largely on newly released american archives history and strategy focuses on the twenty
years following world war ii by bridging the sizable gap between the intellectual world of historians and that of strategists and political
scientists the essays here present a fresh and unified view of how to explore international politics in the nuclear era the book begins
with an overview of strategic thought in america from 1952 through 1966 and ends with a discussion of making sense of the nuclear age
trachtenberg reevaluates the immediate causes of world war i studies the impact of the shifting nuclear balance on american strategy in the
early 1950s examines the relationship between the nuclearization of nato and u s west european relations and looks at the berlin and the
cuban crises he shows throughout that there are startling discoveries to be made about events that seem to have been thoroughly
investigated investigating autobiographical writing of mary mccarthy henry james jean paul sartre saul friedlander and maxine hong kingston
this book argues that autobiographical truth is not a fixed but an evolving content in a process of self creation further paul john eakin
contends the self at the center of all autobiography is necessarily fictive professor eakin shows that the autobiographical impulse is
simply a special form of reflexive consciousness from a developmental viewpoint the autobiographical act is a mode of self invention always
practiced first in living and only eventually and occasionally in writing originally published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses
the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
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hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 an attempt to discover whether a foreign policy
consensus can exist among the diverse groups in america using data from 1 065 national leaders originally published in 1963 the princeton
legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 this is the third book in a three volume
series of special studies resulting from excavations at ancient stobi the series includes reports of special limited excavations technical
studies and reports on methodology and special studies on archaeological historical and art historical topics originally published in 1984
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 claudia brodsky
skillfully combines close readings of narrative works by goethe austen balzac stendhal melville and proust with a detailed analysis of the
relation between kant s critical epistemology and narrative theory originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 this book examines how the practices of criticism
establish a particular domain of knowledge the truth of literature as a discussion of the ideology and politics of literary knowledge it
concentrates on constitutive elements of its production the intertextuality of writing the mediatedness of understanding the formative role
of reading expectations the enabling presence of relevant literacy the conditioning horizon of expectations and the economic character of
axiology the main argument advanced is that criticism by constructing literature as an ethnic heritage and communal treasure participated
in the invention of a national identity necessary for the legitimization of the modern state case studies have been selected from the
highly relevant area of contemporary greek criticism microscopic investigations of its dominant sites mechanisms and discourses reveal that
the field emerged in response to concrete political needs and provided the state with a literary tradition as proof of its national
composition purity continuity and autonomy the construction and canonization of texts as art works invariably employed as a measure of
aesthetic and ultimately moral merit the greekness of the literary sign the book as a genealogical approach to the neglected national role
of literature should be of interest to specialists in literary theory comparative literature greek studies and cultural studies originally
published in 1988 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print
books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to
the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 what
percentage of graduate students entering phd programs in the arts and sciences at leading universities actually complete their studies how
do completion rates vary by field of study scale of graduate program and type of financial support provided to students has the increasing
reliance on teaching assistantships affected completion rates and time to degree how successful have national fellowship programs been in
encouraging students to finish their studies in reasonably short periods of time what have been the effects of curricular developments and
shifts in the state of the job market how has the overall system of graduate education been affected by the expansion of the 1960s and the
subsequent contraction in enrollments and degrees conferred is there excess capacity in the system at the present time this major study
seeks to answer fundamental questions of this kind it is based on an exhaustive analysis of an unparalleled data set consisting of the
experiences in graduate school of more than 35 000 students who entered programs in english history political science economics mathematics
and physics at ten leading universities between 1962 and 1986 in addition new information has been obtained on the graduate student careers
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of more than 13 000 winners of prestigious national fellowships such as the woodrow wilson and the danforth it is the combination of these
original data sets with other sources of national data that permits fresh insights into the processes and outcomes of graduate education
the authors conclude that opportunities to achieve significant improvements in the organization and functioning of graduate programs exist
especially in the humanities and related social sciences and the final part of the book contains their policy recommendations this will be
the standard reference on graduate education for years to come and it should be read and studied by everyone concerned with the future of
graduate education in the united states originally published in 1992 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905 the bodies and minds of children and the very space of children are under assault
this is the message we receive from daily news headlines about violence sexual abuse exploitation and neglect of children and from a
proliferation of books in recent years representing the domain of contemporary childhood as threatened invaded polluted and stolen by
adults through a series of essays that explore the global dimensions of children at risk an international group of researchers and
policymakers discuss the notion of children s rights and in particular the claim that every child has a right to a cultural identity
explorations of children s situations in japan korea singapore south africa england norway the united states brazil and germany reveal how
children s everyday lives and futures are often the stakes in contemporary battles that adults wage over definitions of cultural identity
and state cultural policies throughout this volume the authors address the complex and often ambiguous implications of the concept of
rights for example it may be used to defend indigenous children from radically assimilationist or even genocidal state policies but it may
also be used to legitimate racist institutions a substantive introduction by the editor examines global political economic frameworks for
the cultural debates affecting children and traces intriguing sometimes surprising threads throughout the papers in addition to the editor
the contributors are norma field marilyn ivy mary john hae joang cho saya shiraishi vivienne wee pamela reynolds kathleen hall ruth mandel
manuela carneiro da cunha and njabulo ndebele volume ii contains basic data underlying the study of the national balance sheet in the
postwar period treats statistical problem structure and trends and application of the balance sheet approach originally published in 1963
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 agent based
computational modeling is changing the face of social science in generative social science joshua epstein argues that this powerful novel
technique permits the social sciences to meet a fundamentally new standard of explanation in which one grows the phenomenon of interest in
an artificial society of interacting agents heterogeneous boundedly rational actors represented as mathematical or software objects after
elaborating this notion of generative explanation in a pair of overarching foundational chapters epstein illustrates it with examples
chosen from such far flung fields as archaeology civil conflict the evolution of norms epidemiology retirement economics spatial games and
organizational adaptation in elegant chapter preludes he explains how these widely diverse modeling studies support his sweeping case for
generative explanation this book represents a powerful consolidation of epstein s interdisciplinary research activities in the decade since
the publication of his and robert axtell s landmark volume growing artificial societies beautifully illustrated generative social science
includes a cd that contains animated movies of core model runs and programs allowing users to easily change assumptions and explore models
making it an invaluable text for courses in modeling at all levels how professionalization and scholarly rigor made social scientists
increasingly irrelevant to us national security policy to mobilize america s intellectual resources to meet the security challenges of the
post 9 11 world us secretary of defense robert m gates observed that we must again embrace eggheads and ideas but the gap between national
security policymakers and international relations scholars has become a chasm in cult of the irrelevant michael desch traces the history of
the relationship between the beltway and the ivory tower from world war i to the present day recounting key golden age academic strategists
such as thomas schelling and walt rostow desch s narrative shows that social science research became most oriented toward practical problem
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solving during times of war and that scholars returned to less relevant work during peacetime social science disciplines like political
science rewarded work that was methodologically sophisticated over scholarship that engaged with the messy realities of national security
policy and academic culture increasingly turned away from the job of solving real world problems in the name of scientific objectivity
academics today frequently engage only in basic research that they hope will somehow trickle down to policymakers drawing on the lessons of
this history as well as a unique survey of current and former national security policymakers desch offers concrete recommendations for
scholars who want to shape government work the result is a rich intellectual history and an essential wake up call to a field that has lost
its way nine papers consider problems in american french and british history that range from economic history to political behavior and
social structure originally published in 1972 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make
available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library
is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905 historical studies in the physical sciences is a continuing series of volumes comprising articles that elucidate the
intellectual and social history of the physical sciences from the eighteenth century to the present the articles offered in volume 5 share
a common theme a concern with modern physics and its relation to other scientific disciplines and to its cultural and material context
originally published in 1975 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out
of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
the important data of economics are in the form of time series therefore the statistical methods used will have to be those designed for
time series data new methods for analyzing series containing no trends have been developed by communication engineering and much recent
research has been devoted to adapting and extending these methods so that they will be suitable for use with economic series this book
presents the important results of this research and further advances the application of the recently developed theory of spectra to
economics in particular professor hatanaka demonstrates the new technique in treating two problems business cycle indicators and the
acceleration principle existing in department store data originally published in 1964 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905 this is the third book in a three volume series of special studies resulting from
excavations at ancient stobi the series includes reports of special limited excavations technical studies and reports on methodology and
special studies on archaeological historical and art historical topics originally published in 1984 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these paperback editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 the institute for advanced study in essays and photos this
beautifully illustrated anthology celebrates eighty years of history and intellectual inquiry at the institute for advanced study one of
the world s leading centers for theoretical research featuring essays by current and former faculty and members along with photographs by
serge j f levy the book captures the spirit of curiosity freedom and comradeship that is a hallmark of this unique community of scholars
founded in 1930 in princeton new jersey the institute encourages and supports fundamental research in the sciences and humanities the
original often speculative thinking that can transform how we understand our world albert einstein was among the first in a long line of
brilliant thinkers to be affiliated with the institute they include kurt gödel george kennan j robert oppenheimer erwin panofsky homer a
thompson john von neumann and hermann weyl this volume offers an intimate portrait in words and images of a storied institution that might
best be described as a true academic village the personal reflections collected here written by leading figures from across the disciplines
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bring this exceptional academic institution and its history vibrantly to life the contributors to this anthology are michael atiyah chantal
david freeman dyson jane f fulcher peter goddard barbara kowalzig wolf lepenies paul moravec joan wallach scott and david h weinberg what
turns rich nations into great powers how do wealthy countries begin extending their influence abroad these questions are vital to
understanding one of the most important sources of instability in international politics the emergence of a new power in from wealth to
power fareed zakaria seeks to answer these questions by examining the most puzzling case of a rising power in modern history that of the
united states if rich nations routinely become great powers zakaria asks then how do we explain the strange inactivity of the united states
in the late nineteenth century by 1885 the u s was the richest country in the world and yet by all military political and diplomatic
measures it was a minor power to explain this discrepancy zakaria considers a wide variety of cases between 1865 and 1908 when the u s
considered expanding its influence in such diverse places as canada the dominican republic and iceland consistent with the realist theory
of international relations he argues that the president and his administration tried to increase the country s political influence abroad
when they saw an increase in the nation s relative economic power but they frequently had to curtail their plans for expansion he shows
because they lacked a strong central government that could harness that economic power for the purposes of foreign policy america was an
unusual power a strong nation with a weak state it was not until late in the century when power shifted from states to the federal
government and from the legislative to the executive branch that leaders in washington could mobilize the nation s resources for
international influence zakaria s exploration of this tension between national power and state structure will change how we view the
emergence of new powers and deepen our understanding of america s exceptional history the canal du midi which threads through southwestern
france and links the atlantic to the mediterranean was an astonishing feat of seventeenth century engineering in fact it was technically
impossible according to the standards of its day impossible engineering takes an insightful and entertaining look at the mystery of its
success as well as the canal s surprising political significance the waterway was a marvel that connected modern state power to human
control of nature just as surely as it linked the ocean to the sea the canal du midi is typically characterized as the achievement of
pierre paul riquet a tax farmer and entrepreneur for the canal yet chandra mukerji argues that it was a product of collective intelligence
depending on peasant women and artisans unrecognized heirs to roman traditions of engineering who came to labor on the waterway in
collaboration with military and academic supervisors ironically while louis xiv and his treasury minister jean baptiste colbert used
propaganda to present france as a new rome the canal du midi was being constructed with unrecognized classical methods still the result was
politically potent as mukerji shows the project took land and power from local nobles using water itself as a silent agent of the state to
disrupt traditions of local life that had served regional elites impossible engineering opens a surprising window into the world of
seventeenth century france and illuminates a singular work of engineering undertaken to empower the state through technical conquest of
nature a global history of the interwar period which posits a new history for the origins of the second world war haslam argues that it was
not only the failures of the treaties that ended the first world war that led to the second rather fear of international communism hampered
the great powers and prevented the necessary diplomatic steps to contain the aggression of germany and japan to a much greater extent and
much earlier in history than previous scholarship has recognized
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Princeton Studies in English
1940

publisher description

Princeton Studies in History
1959

this is a new release of the original 1929 edition

Studies in public opinion
2003

from the internet to networks of friendship disease transmission and even terrorism the concept and the reality of networks has come to
pervade modern society but what exactly is a network what different types of networks are there why are they interesting and what can they
tell us in recent years scientists from a range of fields including mathematics physics computer science sociology and biology have been
pursuing these questions and building a new science of networks this book brings together for the first time a set of seminal articles
representing research from across these disciplines it is an ideal sourcebook for the key research in this fast growing field the book is
organized into four sections each preceded by an editors introduction summarizing its contents and general theme the first section sets the
stage by discussing some of the historical antecedents of contemporary research in the area from there the book moves to the empirical side
of the science of networks before turning to the foundational modeling ideas that have been the focus of much subsequent activity the book
closes by taking the reader to the cutting edge of network science the relationship between network structure and system dynamics from
network robustness to the spread of disease this section offers a potpourri of topics on this rapidly expanding frontier of the new science

Dismantling Democratic States
2013-10

an in depth look at why american universities continue to favor u s focused social science research despite efforts to make scholarship
more cosmopolitan u s research universities have long endeavored to be cosmopolitan places yet the disciplines of economics political
science and sociology have remained stubbornly parochial despite decades of government and philanthropic investment in international
scholarship the most prestigious academic departments still favor research and expertise on the united states why seeing the world answers
this question by examining university research centers that focus on the middle east and related regional area studies drawing on candid
interviews with scores of top scholars and university leaders to understand how international inquiry is perceived and valued inside the
academy seeing the world explains how intense competition for tenure line appointments encourages faculty to pursue american projects that
are most likely to garner professional advancement at the same time constrained by tight budgets at home university leaders eagerly court
patrons and clients worldwide but have a hard time getting departmental faculty to join the program together these dynamics shape how
scholarship about the rest of the world evolves at once a work and occupations study of scholarly disciplines an essay on the formal
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organization of knowledge and an inquiry into the fate of area studies seeing the world is a must read for anyone who cares about the
future of knowledge in a global era

Alexander Pope As Critic and Humanist
2006-05-07

twin rivers this pioneering venture featured townhouses and shared spaces for children s play and adult work and play in a society that
stresses individual over collective goals and private over public concerns

The Structure and Dynamics of Networks:
2020-04-28

key essays on comparative literature from the eighteenth century to today as comparative literature reshapes itself in today s globalizing
age it is essential for students and teachers to look deeply into the discipline s history and its present possibilities the princeton
sourcebook in comparative literature is a wide ranging anthology of classic essays and important recent statements on the mission and
methods of comparative literary studies this pioneering collection brings together thirty two pieces from foundational statements by herder
madame de staël and nietzsche to work by a range of the most influential comparatists writing today including lawrence venuti gayatri
chakravorty spivak and franco moretti gathered here are manifestos and counterarguments essays in definition and debates on method by
scholars and critics from the united states europe asia africa and latin america giving a unique overview of comparative study in the words
of some of its most important practitioners with selections extending from the beginning of comparative study through the years of
intensive theoretical inquiry and on to contemporary discussions of the world s literatures the princeton sourcebook in comparative
literature helps readers navigate a rapidly evolving discipline in a dramatically changing world

Seeing the World
1964

a people centered approach to global health when people come first critically assesses the expanding field of global health it brings
together an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars to address the medical social political and economic dimensions of the
global health enterprise through vivid case studies and bold conceptual work the book demonstrates the crucial role of ethnography as an
empirical lantern in global health arguing for a more comprehensive people centered approach topics include the limits of technological
quick fixes in disease control the moral economy of global health science the unexpected effects of massive treatment rollouts in resource
poor contexts and how right to health activism coalesces with the increased influence of the pharmaceutical industry on health care the
contributors explore the altered landscapes left behind after programs scale up break down or move on we learn that disease is really never
just one thing technology delivery does not equate with care and biology and technology interact in ways we cannot always predict the most
effective solutions may well be found in people themselves who consistently exceed the projections of experts and the medical scientific
political and humanitarian frameworks in which they are cast when people come first sets a new research agenda in global health and social
theory and challenges us to rethink the relationships between care rights health and economic futures
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Studies in Medieval Legal Thought
2003

how privileged adolescents in china acquire status and why this helps them succeed study gods offers a rare look at the ways privileged
youth in china prepare themselves to join the ranks of the global elite yi lin chiang shows how these competitive chinese high schoolers
first become study gods xueshen a term describing academically high performing students constant studying however is not what explains
their success for these young people appear god like in their effortless abilities to excel instead chiang explores how elite adolescents
achieve by absorbing and implementing the rules surrounding status drawing from eight years of fieldwork and extensive interviews chiang
reveals the important lessons that chinese youth learn in their pursuit of elite status they understand the hierarchy of the status system
recognizing and acquiring the characteristics that are prized while avoiding those that are not they maintain status by expecting
differential treatment and performing status based behaviors which guide their daily interactions with peers teachers and parents lastly
with the help of resourceful parents they rely on external assistance in the face of potential obstacles and failures chiang looks at how
students hone these skills applying them as they head to colleges and careers around the world and in their relationships with colleagues
and supervisors highlighting another facet of china s rising power study gods announces the arrival of a new generation to the realm of
global competition

Community
2009-08-23

over the past decade literary critic and editor jerome mcgann has developed a theory of textuality based in writing and production rather
than in reading and interpretation these new essays extend his investigations of the instability of the physical text mcgann shows how
every text enters the world under socio historical conditions that set the stage for a ceaseless process of textual development and
mutation arguing that textuality is a matter of inscription and articulation he explores texts as material and social phenomena as
particular kinds of acts mcgann links his study to contextual and institutional studies of literary works as they are generated over time
by authors editors typographers book designers marketing planners and other publishing agents this enables him to examine issues of textual
stability and instability in the arenas of textual production and reproduction drawing on literary examples from the past two centuries
including works by byron blake morris yeats joyce and especially pound mcgann applies his theory to key problems facing anyone who studies
texts and textuality

The Princeton Sourcebook in Comparative Literature
2013-07-07

the description for this book studies in the arts at sinai will be forthcoming

When People Come First
2022-08-23
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this work is a powerful demonstration of how historical analysis can be brought to bear on the study of strategic issues and conversely how
strategic thinking can help drive historical research based largely on newly released american archives history and strategy focuses on the
twenty years following world war ii by bridging the sizable gap between the intellectual world of historians and that of strategists and
political scientists the essays here present a fresh and unified view of how to explore international politics in the nuclear era the book
begins with an overview of strategic thought in america from 1952 through 1966 and ends with a discussion of making sense of the nuclear
age trachtenberg reevaluates the immediate causes of world war i studies the impact of the shifting nuclear balance on american strategy in
the early 1950s examines the relationship between the nuclearization of nato and u s west european relations and looks at the berlin and
the cuban crises he shows throughout that there are startling discoveries to be made about events that seem to have been thoroughly
investigated

Study Gods
1991-10-27

investigating autobiographical writing of mary mccarthy henry james jean paul sartre saul friedlander and maxine hong kingston this book
argues that autobiographical truth is not a fixed but an evolving content in a process of self creation further paul john eakin contends
the self at the center of all autobiography is necessarily fictive professor eakin shows that the autobiographical impulse is simply a
special form of reflexive consciousness from a developmental viewpoint the autobiographical act is a mode of self invention always
practiced first in living and only eventually and occasionally in writing originally published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses
the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Textual Condition
1982

an attempt to discover whether a foreign policy consensus can exist among the diverse groups in america using data from 1 065 national
leaders originally published in 1963 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905

Studies in the Arts at Sinai
1991-04-21

this is the third book in a three volume series of special studies resulting from excavations at ancient stobi the series includes reports
of special limited excavations technical studies and reports on methodology and special studies on archaeological historical and art
historical topics originally published in 1984 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make
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available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library
is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905

History and Strategy
2014-07-14

claudia brodsky skillfully combines close readings of narrative works by goethe austen balzac stendhal melville and proust with a detailed
analysis of the relation between kant s critical epistemology and narrative theory originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of
princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Fictions in Autobiography
2015-12-08

this book examines how the practices of criticism establish a particular domain of knowledge the truth of literature as a discussion of the
ideology and politics of literary knowledge it concentrates on constitutive elements of its production the intertextuality of writing the
mediatedness of understanding the formative role of reading expectations the enabling presence of relevant literacy the conditioning
horizon of expectations and the economic character of axiology the main argument advanced is that criticism by constructing literature as
an ethnic heritage and communal treasure participated in the invention of a national identity necessary for the legitimization of the
modern state case studies have been selected from the highly relevant area of contemporary greek criticism microscopic investigations of
its dominant sites mechanisms and discourses reveal that the field emerged in response to concrete political needs and provided the state
with a literary tradition as proof of its national composition purity continuity and autonomy the construction and canonization of texts as
art works invariably employed as a measure of aesthetic and ultimately moral merit the greekness of the literary sign the book as a
genealogical approach to the neglected national role of literature should be of interest to specialists in literary theory comparative
literature greek studies and cultural studies originally published in 1988 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

National Leadership and Foreign Policy
2016-04-03

what percentage of graduate students entering phd programs in the arts and sciences at leading universities actually complete their studies
how do completion rates vary by field of study scale of graduate program and type of financial support provided to students has the
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increasing reliance on teaching assistantships affected completion rates and time to degree how successful have national fellowship
programs been in encouraging students to finish their studies in reasonably short periods of time what have been the effects of curricular
developments and shifts in the state of the job market how has the overall system of graduate education been affected by the expansion of
the 1960s and the subsequent contraction in enrollments and degrees conferred is there excess capacity in the system at the present time
this major study seeks to answer fundamental questions of this kind it is based on an exhaustive analysis of an unparalleled data set
consisting of the experiences in graduate school of more than 35 000 students who entered programs in english history political science
economics mathematics and physics at ten leading universities between 1962 and 1986 in addition new information has been obtained on the
graduate student careers of more than 13 000 winners of prestigious national fellowships such as the woodrow wilson and the danforth it is
the combination of these original data sets with other sources of national data that permits fresh insights into the processes and outcomes
of graduate education the authors conclude that opportunities to achieve significant improvements in the organization and functioning of
graduate programs exist especially in the humanities and related social sciences and the final part of the book contains their policy
recommendations this will be the standard reference on graduate education for years to come and it should be read and studied by everyone
concerned with the future of graduate education in the united states originally published in 1992 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Studies in the Antiquities of Stobi
2014-07-14

the bodies and minds of children and the very space of children are under assault this is the message we receive from daily news headlines
about violence sexual abuse exploitation and neglect of children and from a proliferation of books in recent years representing the domain
of contemporary childhood as threatened invaded polluted and stolen by adults through a series of essays that explore the global dimensions
of children at risk an international group of researchers and policymakers discuss the notion of children s rights and in particular the
claim that every child has a right to a cultural identity explorations of children s situations in japan korea singapore south africa
england norway the united states brazil and germany reveal how children s everyday lives and futures are often the stakes in contemporary
battles that adults wage over definitions of cultural identity and state cultural policies throughout this volume the authors address the
complex and often ambiguous implications of the concept of rights for example it may be used to defend indigenous children from radically
assimilationist or even genocidal state policies but it may also be used to legitimate racist institutions a substantive introduction by
the editor examines global political economic frameworks for the cultural debates affecting children and traces intriguing sometimes
surprising threads throughout the papers in addition to the editor the contributors are norma field marilyn ivy mary john hae joang cho
saya shiraishi vivienne wee pamela reynolds kathleen hall ruth mandel manuela carneiro da cunha and njabulo ndebele

The Imposition of Form
1967

volume ii contains basic data underlying the study of the national balance sheet in the postwar period treats statistical problem structure
and trends and application of the balance sheet approach originally published in 1963 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
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editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Princeton University Studies in Papyrology
1917

agent based computational modeling is changing the face of social science in generative social science joshua epstein argues that this
powerful novel technique permits the social sciences to meet a fundamentally new standard of explanation in which one grows the phenomenon
of interest in an artificial society of interacting agents heterogeneous boundedly rational actors represented as mathematical or software
objects after elaborating this notion of generative explanation in a pair of overarching foundational chapters epstein illustrates it with
examples chosen from such far flung fields as archaeology civil conflict the evolution of norms epidemiology retirement economics spatial
games and organizational adaptation in elegant chapter preludes he explains how these widely diverse modeling studies support his sweeping
case for generative explanation this book represents a powerful consolidation of epstein s interdisciplinary research activities in the
decade since the publication of his and robert axtell s landmark volume growing artificial societies beautifully illustrated generative
social science includes a cd that contains animated movies of core model runs and programs allowing users to easily change assumptions and
explore models making it an invaluable text for courses in modeling at all levels

Six Opinions
2014-07-14

how professionalization and scholarly rigor made social scientists increasingly irrelevant to us national security policy to mobilize
america s intellectual resources to meet the security challenges of the post 9 11 world us secretary of defense robert m gates observed
that we must again embrace eggheads and ideas but the gap between national security policymakers and international relations scholars has
become a chasm in cult of the irrelevant michael desch traces the history of the relationship between the beltway and the ivory tower from
world war i to the present day recounting key golden age academic strategists such as thomas schelling and walt rostow desch s narrative
shows that social science research became most oriented toward practical problem solving during times of war and that scholars returned to
less relevant work during peacetime social science disciplines like political science rewarded work that was methodologically sophisticated
over scholarship that engaged with the messy realities of national security policy and academic culture increasingly turned away from the
job of solving real world problems in the name of scientific objectivity academics today frequently engage only in basic research that they
hope will somehow trickle down to policymakers drawing on the lessons of this history as well as a unique survey of current and former
national security policymakers desch offers concrete recommendations for scholars who want to shape government work the result is a rich
intellectual history and an essential wake up call to a field that has lost its way

Literature as National Institution
2014-07-14

nine papers consider problems in american french and british history that range from economic history to political behavior and social
structure originally published in 1972 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
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previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905

In Pursuit of the PhD
1995-12-03

historical studies in the physical sciences is a continuing series of volumes comprising articles that elucidate the intellectual and
social history of the physical sciences from the eighteenth century to the present the articles offered in volume 5 share a common theme a
concern with modern physics and its relation to other scientific disciplines and to its cultural and material context originally published
in 1975 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from
the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Children and the Politics of Culture
2015-12-08

the important data of economics are in the form of time series therefore the statistical methods used will have to be those designed for
time series data new methods for analyzing series containing no trends have been developed by communication engineering and much recent
research has been devoted to adapting and extending these methods so that they will be suitable for use with economic series this book
presents the important results of this research and further advances the application of the recently developed theory of spectra to
economics in particular professor hatanaka demonstrates the new technique in treating two problems business cycle indicators and the
acceleration principle existing in department store data originally published in 1964 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Studies in the National Balance Sheet of the United States, Volume 2
2001

this is the third book in a three volume series of special studies resulting from excavations at ancient stobi the series includes reports
of special limited excavations technical studies and reports on methodology and special studies on archaeological historical and art
historical topics originally published in 1984 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make
available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these paperback editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
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founding in 1905

In Search of Opera
2012-01-02

the institute for advanced study in essays and photos this beautifully illustrated anthology celebrates eighty years of history and
intellectual inquiry at the institute for advanced study one of the world s leading centers for theoretical research featuring essays by
current and former faculty and members along with photographs by serge j f levy the book captures the spirit of curiosity freedom and
comradeship that is a hallmark of this unique community of scholars founded in 1930 in princeton new jersey the institute encourages and
supports fundamental research in the sciences and humanities the original often speculative thinking that can transform how we understand
our world albert einstein was among the first in a long line of brilliant thinkers to be affiliated with the institute they include kurt
gödel george kennan j robert oppenheimer erwin panofsky homer a thompson john von neumann and hermann weyl this volume offers an intimate
portrait in words and images of a storied institution that might best be described as a true academic village the personal reflections
collected here written by leading figures from across the disciplines bring this exceptional academic institution and its history vibrantly
to life the contributors to this anthology are michael atiyah chantal david freeman dyson jane f fulcher peter goddard barbara kowalzig
wolf lepenies paul moravec joan wallach scott and david h weinberg

Generative Social Science
2021-09-28

what turns rich nations into great powers how do wealthy countries begin extending their influence abroad these questions are vital to
understanding one of the most important sources of instability in international politics the emergence of a new power in from wealth to
power fareed zakaria seeks to answer these questions by examining the most puzzling case of a rising power in modern history that of the
united states if rich nations routinely become great powers zakaria asks then how do we explain the strange inactivity of the united states
in the late nineteenth century by 1885 the u s was the richest country in the world and yet by all military political and diplomatic
measures it was a minor power to explain this discrepancy zakaria considers a wide variety of cases between 1865 and 1908 when the u s
considered expanding its influence in such diverse places as canada the dominican republic and iceland consistent with the realist theory
of international relations he argues that the president and his administration tried to increase the country s political influence abroad
when they saw an increase in the nation s relative economic power but they frequently had to curtail their plans for expansion he shows
because they lacked a strong central government that could harness that economic power for the purposes of foreign policy america was an
unusual power a strong nation with a weak state it was not until late in the century when power shifted from states to the federal
government and from the legislative to the executive branch that leaders in washington could mobilize the nation s resources for
international influence zakaria s exploration of this tension between national power and state structure will change how we view the
emergence of new powers and deepen our understanding of america s exceptional history

Cult of the Irrelevant
2015-03-08

the canal du midi which threads through southwestern france and links the atlantic to the mediterranean was an astonishing feat of
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seventeenth century engineering in fact it was technically impossible according to the standards of its day impossible engineering takes an
insightful and entertaining look at the mystery of its success as well as the canal s surprising political significance the waterway was a
marvel that connected modern state power to human control of nature just as surely as it linked the ocean to the sea the canal du midi is
typically characterized as the achievement of pierre paul riquet a tax farmer and entrepreneur for the canal yet chandra mukerji argues
that it was a product of collective intelligence depending on peasant women and artisans unrecognized heirs to roman traditions of
engineering who came to labor on the waterway in collaboration with military and academic supervisors ironically while louis xiv and his
treasury minister jean baptiste colbert used propaganda to present france as a new rome the canal du midi was being constructed with
unrecognized classical methods still the result was politically potent as mukerji shows the project took land and power from local nobles
using water itself as a silent agent of the state to disrupt traditions of local life that had served regional elites impossible
engineering opens a surprising window into the world of seventeenth century france and illuminates a singular work of engineering
undertaken to empower the state through technical conquest of nature

The Dimensions of Quantitative Research in History
2015-02-16

a global history of the interwar period which posits a new history for the origins of the second world war haslam argues that it was not
only the failures of the treaties that ended the first world war that led to the second rather fear of international communism hampered the
great powers and prevented the necessary diplomatic steps to contain the aggression of germany and japan to a much greater extent and much
earlier in history than previous scholarship has recognized

Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, Volume 5
2015-12-08

Spectral Analysis of Economic Time Series. (PSME-1)
1995

Political Organizations
1964

Spectral Analysis of Economic Time Series
1983-12-01
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Studies in the Antiquities of Stobi
2011-11-07

A Community of Scholars
2004

German Studies in North America
1898

Studies in English and American Literature, from Chaucer to the Present Time
1999-08-15

From Wealth to Power
2009

Impossible Engineering
2021-05-25

The Spectre of War
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